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‐ Design the session
‐ Monitor a session
…
Clinician – CGAmed 
interface




































 January – Consortium meeting – Data
• 10 user tests – Barthel + Get Up & Go (French)
• 3 user tests – Minimental (English)
• 13 post‐test interviews
• 5 interviews of health professionals (geriatricians, 
physiotherapist, nurse, retirement home director)
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 Objective: Translate to design ideas
 Users’ needs
 what patients value – interaction with doctor
 health professionals’ practices and habits 
 Analysis of users’ activity with the robot (difficulties in interacting)
Analysis of data
Recommendations 
for design
ImplementationNew version
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7Demonstrator/ prototype
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Kinect sensor v2
Shotgun microphone
Touchscreen monitor
Embedded PC with intel‐i7 CPU 
and Wi‐Fi
2 omnidirectional speakers
Barebone i7
SCITOS G5 mobile base
 First results: hypothesis of use case confirmed
 Acceptability of robot – seniors
 feel at ease doing the test
 easy interaction
 Usefulness for health professionals
 Geriatrician: greater efficiency in follow‐up
 Nurse: more time for relational
8Impact from participation in ECHORD++
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